Of Bears and Blue Lakes
Hiking the Reed Lakes Trail
BY LISA MALONEY

A winding trail
leads around
Lower Reed Lakes.
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DDIE STOPPED AND SNIFFED THE air.

“Hey, do you smell that? Is that a
bear?” I scanned the brush around
us, tilting my head to let the breeze
run across my nose too. I worried that my
boyfriend might not be smelling a bear, but a
bear kill— infinitely worse, because bears will
aggressively defend their food.
We’d stalled on one of the small footbridges
near the halfway point in the Reed Lakes
trail, a multiday alpine trek just north of
Anchorage.The patches of thick brush to
either side of us were the middle ground

between broad mountain valley behind and
granite-clad peaks ahead—and the only
place we didn’t have the visibility to see a
bear coming a mile away.
But I couldn’t catch the scent. No flies
buzzed hungrily over a carcass, no ravens
circled, and the jumble of hard trail, creek
bed and dense foliage didn’t give up any
tracks. There wasn’t even the faintest
whisper of a giant paw moving through
the bushes.
So we did what any juicy, ambulatory
Scooby Snacks would do: We chatted, sang
and laughed as we hiked, making plenty of
noise so that the genteel mega fauna of the
valley could hear us coming and steer clear
of any awkward encounters. If we ran home
every time we suspected a bear might be
around, we’d never get very far in Alaska.
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Welcome to the Wild
That kind of near miss can
happen, and does happen on
most trails in Alaska. Heck, it
even happens in the middle of
the city. But something about
the Reed Lakes Trail—maybe
its remoteness, the gargantuan scale of the land and the
small trailhead that keeps
crowds to a sporadic trickle—
reminds you that there’s an
irresistible force at work here.
And it isn’t you.
That’s what draws me, and
now Eddie too, back to this
place year after year. The
going isn’t always easy; as we
left the footbridges behind we
trekked more than a half-mile
straight up the side of a
mountain. We earned those
sweeping views down the
grass-green valley—or at
least, as much as we could
take in before we wove our
way into the next part of the
trail, a massive slide of
jumbled boulders trapped
between the mountains to
either side of us.
You don’t walk through a
boulder field like that—you
climb through it, using both
arms and both legs to balance
yourself as you work over,
down and around, with
nothing but your bearing on
the mountains to show you the way
through. The boulders are completely
indifferent to your welfare; they’re
slippery when wet. If you had an accident
here, things would get ugly fast.

You don’t walk
through a boulder
field like that—you
climb through it, using
both arms and both
legs to balance yourself as you work over,
down and around.

For me, that boulder field is its own
reward. But for Eddie, it was the first
lake—a silty, turquoise gem set flush
with the tundra, about a half-mile past
the boulders—that really caught his
attention. A family that emerged from
the boulders just behind us made the
usual choice to stop there. But the
distant chug of two waterfalls, tiny spots
of white in the mottled rock up valley,
drew Eddie and I on for the last mile to
Upper Reed Lake.
The upper lake is a little smaller than
the first, a little deeper, but still the same
shade of glacier-fed blue-green; it’s the
terrain that really changes. As we climbed
shelves of tundra the green slowly faded
around us, giving way to broad scree
slopes instead. The last ramp of tundra
ended at the shores of the lake, everything around us a desert done in
crumbling granite and pocked with high,
unreachable mountain bowls. Somewhere nearby, two streams trickled
beneath the rock, hidden feeders for
the lake.
As Eddie and I took in the loneliness
of the place, wondering if the faint
blueness reflected in lingering patches
of snow could be remnants of the
glaciers that sculpted everything around
us, the breeze picked up and the fluffy
white clouds that had followed us all day
started turning gray and gloomy. There’s
a wild beauty in that sort of mountain
weather, so strong that you start to think
that if you could just put a harness on
the wind, you’d be able to ride it and fly.
But we were small, we were human,
and we were already wearing almost
every piece of clothing we’d brought with
us. As we descended past the first lake
and wove our way through the boulders
again, I wondered how the other hikers
we’d seen were faring.
We caught only the barest glimpse of
them, ahead of us in the distance, as we
retraced our steps down the steepest
stretch of trail. The valley below us,
formerly so gentle and green, was a little
darker now—suddenly not so different
from the barren crags we’d left behind.
But still, we made a brief stop on the
bridge where we’d first scented the
maybe-bear. Sniff, sniff—nothing now,
said Eddie’s nose. So, there must have
been something there before…even if
we’ll never know what it was.

If you go…
Location: Southcentral
Distance: 7-9 miles round-

trip, depending on route
Timing: July-Sept.
Directions: To get there from
Anchorage, take the Glenn
Highway through Palmer, and
then turn left on Fishhook Road
about 1.5 miles past the last
stoplight. About 14 miles later,
start watching for the old Mother
Lode Lodge on your left.
Eight-tenths of a mile past that,
the barely maintained access
road—Archangel Road—turns
sharply off to your right. The
Reed Lakes trailhead is a little
less than three miles in on
Archangel Road; look for a
narrow, brushy turnoff on your
right, which may or may not have
a sign. The trail branches near
the “maybe-bear” footbridge;
the easiest way to stay on track
is with detailed directions from
either of two guidebooks:
55 Ways to the Wilderness
in Southcentral Alaska, or
Hiking Alaska.

Other Great Hikes
in the Area
Craigie Creek: A gentle, 9-mile
round-trip to Schroff Lake and a
few waterfalls. You can drive the
first 3 miles if you have four-wheel
drive, good clearance, and nerves
of steel. You’ll find the best
directions in 55 Ways to the
Wilderness in Southcentral Alaska.
Gold-Mint: A 16-mile round-trip
trek to the headwaters of the
Little Susitna River, tucked
beneath the Mint Glacier. Starts
about 0.8 miles before the turnoff
for Archangel Road. The best
directions for this hike are in
Hiking Alaska.
The Bomber Traverse: If you’re
feeling adventurous, connect the
Gold-Mint trail to the Reed Lakes
trail by traversing up and over
Backdoor Gap, down the Penny
Royal Glacier, across the Bomber
Glacier and through Bomber Pass
to Upper Reed Lake. Requires
glacier travel and scrambling skills.
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